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gga1–5) was 129.44 in YBEC (in situ), while only 50.34 was calculated 
in BEC15 (ex-situ). We concluded that being small and maintained in 
controlled environments, ex-situ conserved chicken populations would 
retain less genetic diversity than in situ. This study brought new in-
sight into conservation genomics used in the actual conserved chicken 
population and provided the scientific basis for further optimizing the 
conservation programs in in situ and ex-situ population of Chinese do-
mestic chicken breeds.
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Water buffalo was domesticated about 5,000–6,000 years ago and 
since then has become one of the most important livestock species in 
tropical and sub-tropical environments providing labor, meat and dairy 
products. There are 2 water buffalo species, swamp and river buffalo, 
which differ in morphology, production attitudes, geographic range and 
chromosome number. Despite the difference in chromosome number, 
these 2 subspecies are inter-fertile and the river type is sometimes used 
to upgrade milk production of the swamp type. Here we investigat-
ed admixture and local ancestry of 2 populations: Brazilian Carabao, 
which were established hundreds of years ago in Brazil, and the re-
cently created Philippine cross bred population. Data were produced 
using the 90K buffalo SNPs array (Axiom Buffalo Genotyping Array – 
ThermoFisher scientific). In addition, worldwide pure river and swamp 
breeds were genotyped and used as reference. We identified shorter 
river type-derived haplotypes in Carabao compared with those found 
in the Philippine population, confirming an older event of admixture. 
Several genomic regions appeared to be conserved among Carabao in-
dividuals, which are putatively associated with adaptation and produc-
tion traits. Local ancestry analysis revealed preferential introgression of 
river loci into the swamp genome in regions carrying genes related to 
dairy production and fertility.
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Polymorphic markers on the male-specific region of the Y chro-
mosome (MSY) are widely used to infer historic demography. Because 
of its lack of recombination and the strictly male specific inheritance, 
the MSY perfectly mirrors male genealogies. However, the low se-
quence variation on the horse MSY impeded fine-grained haplotyping 
in this species. We recently established a workflow to predict the re-
gions on the highly repetitive Y-chromosome that are suitable for unam-
biguous variant calling from NGS data. We generated a MSY haplotype 
tree based on biallelic variants ascertained from more than 200 horses 
on about 6 MB of the MSY. This robust MSY topology served as a 
backbone for a haplotype determination in a comprehensive data set. 

By linking MSY haplotypes and pedigree information, we nailed down 
the MSY haplotypes of several influential founder stallions – ranging 
from the Thoroughbreds, to Arabian, Spanish and some coldblooded 
sires. We show the potential of MSY haplotyping to trace the influence 
of particular sires within and across populations and give examples how 
MSY haplotyping can be revealing to illuminate the development and 
origin of horses by studying rural populations and historic/ancient re-
mains. Our effort brings the accuracy of Y-chromosomal lineage tracing 
in horses similar to that in humans and therefore sire line screening 
could be implemented for forensic applications.
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The Spanish ibex (Capra pyrenaica) is a wild goat species dis-
tributed in the Iberian Peninsula. Based on phenotypic criteria, 4 sub-
species have been defined: C. p. hispanica (CPH, south and east of the 
Iberian Peninsula), C. p. victoriae (CPV, center and northwest of the 
Iberian Peninsula), C. p. lusitanica (CPL, Galicia and north of Portugal) 
and C. p. pyrenaica (CPP, Pyrenees mountains). Hunting, epidemics 
and habitat loss caused the extinction of CPL (disappeared in the 19th 
century) and CPP (extinct in the year 2000) as well as severe population 
bottlenecks decreasing the diversity of CPV and CPH. By using a high 
throughput genotyping approach, we have demonstrated that interspe-
cific hybridization with domestic goats has been an important source of 
novel variability for Spanish ibexes living in Tortosa-Beceite. Individu-
al sequencing of one of the last CPP representatives ( × 16.6 coverage) 
and Pool-sequencing ( × 39 coverage) of 30 CPH and 23 CPV individu-
als revealed an extensive sharing of SNPs (96%) between the CPP indi-
vidual and the extant CPV and CPH subspecies, thus suggesting that the 
extinction of CPP did not cause a major loss of diversity in Capra pyre-
naica. Sequencing experiments also revealed that the genome of one of 
the last CPP representatives contains stop-gained mutations, with het-
erozygous genotypes, in the WASF2, RBM17 and SERPINB10 genes. 
The inactivation of WASF2 and RBM17 causes embryonic lethality, 
while SERPINB10 belongs to a family of serin proteases with key roles 
in immunity and other biological processes. Our results suggest that the 
dramatic reduction of the CPP population during the19th-20th centuries 
led to the progressive accumulation of mutations with harmful effects 
(genomic meltdown) that probably contributed to its extinction by lim-
iting fitness and reproductive success.
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